Japan cooperation in Arctic region before and after Ukraine crisis and try to
predict future cooperation level after sanction application.
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Introduction: Political Party Law in the Republic of Latvia says
that “Political parties carry out political activities and create their own
internal organization, in accordance with democracy, openness and the
principle of equality”(1st paragraph, 3rd point).If this law is unable to act,
then it means that a party operation is directed contrary to legislative
provisions and procedures.
Aim: to analyse how democratic is a candidate list making process
of the Union of Greens and Farmers (Latvian: Zaļo un Zemnieku savienība,
ZZS).
Tasks of the work wereto provide a theoretical framework for the
presentation of political parties, particularly in political party internal
democracy characterizing elements. Then provide party alliance
characteristics explaining its structure and metamorphosis in 12-year period.
Author also explored party statutes within the union to indicate the order in
which intra-party associates have opportunities to influence the selection of
candidates and then created a list of candidate statistics and assessed the
electoral list of the first four leaders' performance, analyzing alliance’s
candidate list building process, as well as the results of the election.
Research hypothesis: The party alliance Union of Greens and
Farmers has a democratic candidate list building for 12th parliamentary
elections, in particular that party members vote candidates into the party list.
Results: All parties in the Union of Greens and Farmers has a
principle that party members have a right impact with respect to the
nomination of candidates at parliamentary elections.
Division by age group and gender refers to inequality in the party
alliance Union of Greens and Farmers statistics, which can be interpreted as
undemocratic electoral list building process.
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Several party alliance leaders previous actions reflect the changing
party affiliation, hence the support for various political forces at different
time periods.
Individual candidate prior experience pointed to the personal interest
promotion in policy, which implies that the reasons for these candidates
standing for election are more personal, rather than party operation directed.
Conclusions: Consequently, the hypothesis that the party alliance
Union of Greens and Farmers has a democratic candidate list building for
12th parliamentary elections, in particular that party members vote
candidates into the party list, partly confirms.
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Introduction: Since adoption of the Petersberg tasks and later
establishing of the EU Common Security and Defence Policy, the EU has
positioned itself as the global security actor. In the 1999 Helsinki European
Council the EU agreed to create common rapid response military units and
in the 2007 the EU Battlegroup concept realized in first battlegroups to be
placed on standby regime, since then each half year there are two ‘ready to
deploy’ battlegroups waiting for the EU Council decision to be sent to the
EU CSDP missions or operations. The EU Battlegroup concept has been
long considered as first step towards common military forces of the EU, but
as battlegroups have never been deployed it is now in question if this
integration has future or it is now facing dead end. In the light of the recent
events regarding the EU security, efforts to further develop military
integration of the EU are again increase, also regarding reform of the
battlegroup concept.
Aim: Aim of this paper is to research development of the EU
Battlegroup concept and perspective of it to be basis for the creation of the
EU common military forces. This research paper will be based on the
theoretical approach of the Neofunctionalism by Ernst B. Haas. This theory
states that common interests and interdependence between countries create
source for further integration. Usually integration starts within one region or
between states of common interests, but by developing it further “spill over
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